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Borja Vilaseca (Barcelona, 1981) is a writer, philosopher, lecturer, professor and entrepreneur, entrepreneur and creator of pedagogical projects aimed to transform and awaken awareness of society. His great passion is to questionnaire the established social order, awareness of injuring and democratize the wisestness
to inspire a change in attitudes and mentality, so that people learn to be truly happy and know how to deploy all their talents and potential in the service of a professional, creative and significant function. He is currently the director of the Master of Personal Development and Leadership, a pioneer and reference degree in
Spain±a, present in the cities of Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Medellen, Buenos Aires and Ciudad de Mu©xico. He is© founder of free education projects for young People La Akademia, present in nearly 50 towns in Espa±a, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador and Mexico©. In turn, he is the founder of the school
conscious, with which he aims to revolutionary the education system. It is one of the pioneers and references in the area of self-knowledge, spiritual development and personal branding. He is © an expert in Enegram. He has taught more than 275 personal development courses for more than 10,000 people in different
countries and since 2017 offers his seminars in vesi online. As a professor he collaborated with ESADE, IESE, the Institute of Empresa, University of Barcelona, Ramon Llull, Pompeu Fabra, King Juan Carlos and Barcelona Activa, among others. He wrote four books: Happy to meet, the Little Prince put on his tie, the
Nonsense comes with that© would do if you were not afraid. With his pseudonym, Clay Newman, there is also© published the Prozac in Sao©neca and Ni Happy Forever. Some of his literary works have been translated and published in 17 countries. Every year it lectures in Espa±a and Latinoam©Rika inspires a
paradigm shift in society. Luxury: Paper cover entry in your e-mail book is an experience to make sure that the child you never be ashamed of the adult you are. In NTOINE DE S AINT- E XUPÉRY H once many years, in a far away country, the world's largest water reservoir began to build. The most powerful politicians
and entrepreneurs came together to define an action plan that would condone their interests. And his own corruption ended corruption foundations in this reservoir. Despite the protests of engineers, almost the whole budget has been invested in the external image of the damage, with very little of its underlying
foundations. In a waste of opulans, some parts were decorated with gold and diamonds. In addition, he decided to speed up the construction process. This giant architectural work was ready a year earlier than planned. The important thing was to look good for the picture, as it was a great opportunity to impress the whole
world. On the day of the became the cover of hundreds of newspapers and news. Years later, during an intense storm, a small crack appeared in the reservoir center. Weeks later, a drop peeked out of that slings. After only a few days, there was a little leg. Second, the rock began dropping, slowly destroying the
structure of the damage. That's how the water started to break down. Portions of nearly 20 meters began to leap into the air, bursting within a thousand pieces. Ultimately the reservoir broke out. The tears had been the most cruel thing she found in her wake. The checkpoints disappeared in a matter of minutes. However,
the small crack formed on the reservoir's labor day began. Therefore, therefore they destroyed their own self. The system was completely discouraged. The foundations were wrongly laid. Interestingly, politicians and entrepreneurs achieve their goals, though not in the expected way: Falling in dom should be remembered
forever. How long will you defer the inevitable? This book is an experience. He had a very specific goal. It aims to remove the foundation upon which you have built – bricks by bricks – the way you relate to yourself and the world. Regardless of how resolved and hardened the cement is. The words that make up this
essack aspire to become the deck that will help you expand the cracks in your conscience. What you thought and believe about money, jobs, consumption, the state, businesses and the system largely determines the place you are in the current work scenario right now. It's true you did not choose your birth. Neither
opportunity is offered in the social and family environment. Nor could you do much to prevent your mind from conditions when you were still a child without being innocent and innocent. Like the rest of us, we brought up to an obedient employee, a passive taxpayer, and a violating consumer. That is, to earn and spend
money in a certain way, so incessantly the economic functioning of the system. However, no question how much you have followed the form of society in the letter, you have made your own decision for years. Evil, they even you have judged these you will judge more time at any given time. And it's precisely your choice
that is responsible for the results you've been getting throughout your life. The bad news is that your victim, tragedy, and blame something or someone outside of you will not do you any good, except to relieve—temporarily—helpful and frustration you feel inside you. The good news is that if you assume that you are the
main co-creator of your socioeconic circumstances, you're prepared to start their inventory, learn to reinvent yourself first. It's not about you quitting your job. Or that you're taking another owner's degree. less, not yet. What it's all about taking the queen of your life. Or put another way: Take your personal responsibility,
take care of yourself, emotionally and financially. After all, it's your own architectural project or the one in stakes. You're the politician and the businessman. So that's the engineer. You decide how much you want to invest in appearance and how much in the background. The only thing that separates you from becoming
the architect of your own life is the fear of freedom. What are you waiting for? Get your own voice. The longer it takes you to start looking for it, the harder it will be for you to find it. WT WT HITMAN must not be the last to know this book is not based on belief or opinion. It has no ideology or dogma to propose to you. It's
more of a journalism job. Some chapters are based on articles and reports published in the economic supplement business and in El País Semanal, both in the newspaper El País. For the past seven years, my professional work has been written about the reasons why our existence is like it is at this time of history,
promoting reflection that allows us to face our current circumstances from our personal responsibility. This research led me to research the close relationship between human, business and the system. I had the opportunity to interview global management experts like Steven Covey, Fredy Kofman, Eduard de Bono or
Ken Blanchard. To enter many business schools, institute training and human resource consultants. Talk to two dozen economists, socioologists and psychologists. And also to know the office of more than 1,500 managers with more than 400 companies, among them nearly everyone listed in the Ibex-35. Along the way I
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